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APPAREL

LANDWEAR® 

thermal unisex 

heated vest with 

hood and smart 

Heat-It™ 

technology

LANDWEAR (S,M,L,XL) 30
13,27 

EUR
10%

Weight: 12,4 kg    

Box size: 

53*39*60,5 cm

Beat the cold weather with the simple push of a 

button.

Heats up in 5 seconds

Perfect for outdoor activities

Heating with four heating panels

Power supply via USB cable

3 adjustable heating modes

Unisex design with hood

Four different sizes

Package includes: 1 x Smart LANDWEAR® 

Thermal Unisex Warming Vest with Hood

Materials: 100% Polyester

3 different temperature levels

High temperature - red color

Medium temperature - white color

Low temperature - blue color

Unisex design

Suitable for hand washing only

High quality material

It is charged via a Power Bank rechargeable 

battery with a power of 5V/2A (not included)

Disclaimer: Actual measurements may vary by 

2-3cm!

HAIRTOOLS
ELECTRIC CUTTER 

WITH T BLADE
GRITSY 100

5,50 

EUR
19%

Weight: 16 kg                            

Box size: 38*34*46 

cm                          

100 pcs/box

1. T blade, wireless - freedom and comfort

2. Allows you to create many trendy hairstyles: 

Sharp blade and safe use without damaging the 

skin

3. Safe, sharp, doesn't get stuck in hair: R-

shaped design with sharp blade, safe and wear-

resistant

ON / OFF: one-button start, USB charging

4. Powerful, long life, lithium-ion battery

5. Small head and easy to clean: sleek, 

ergonomic design

6. Quiet: low noise

7. Sharp carbon steel blade for trimming, 

shaping and dry shaving - no offset

8. Wireless operation and LED light that shows 

the battery charge level

9. Strong, extremely sharp edge for haircuts 

and trimming, extremely strong

Model: T8-B

Color black

Voltage: 3.7 V

Adapter: 5 V⎓1000 mA

Charging power: 3 W

Charging time: 2 h

Size: 3.3 cm x 15 cm

HAIRTOOLS Ionizing hair 

straightening brush

LINEAHAIR 40
6,50 

EUR
16%

Weight: 20 kg        

Box size: 57*34*43 

cm       VOL:0,08 

m3

HEALTHY SILKY HAIR

You can create a volume effect with the brush, 

as it will not completely suppress your hair, 

which will help to make the hairstyle easier. It 

is enough to just pull the brush through your 

hair once and you will transform your dull hair 

into a beautiful, shiny and elegant hairstyle.

FAST HAIR STYLE WITHOUT DAMAGE

The brush is equipped with the new PTC 

heating technology, so it heats up in just one 

minute.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Temperature: 130-190℃

Input voltage: 110V-220V

Rated power: 45 W

Color: Ceramic black

HAIRTOOLS
Ceramic hair 

straightener
TOURMALINE 30

4,00 

EUR
6%

Weight: 20,10kg                          

Box size: 63*37*54 

cm                        

50 pcs/box

1. For silky and shiny hair 

2. It helps tame hair and prevents static 

electricity

3. Ceramic coating protects hair from heat

4. Suitable for all hair types

5. For professional results like in the most 

expensive hair salons                                                                                                                                                                                                    

6. Extremely easy to use                                                                                                                        

7. Four temperature settings for all hair types      

Material: ceramic coating, ABS, steel

Rapid heating in 30 s

High temperature: 220 ° C

Power: 40 - 60 W

Voltage: 100 V - 240 V

Cable length: 2.00 m

TOYS

Interactive dino-

shark toy for 

children

DINOSHARK 120
2,99 

EUR
14%

Weight: 16,5 kg                           

Box size: 70*57*57 

cm                  

1. STIMULATES THE IMAGINATION OF THE 

CHILD

By pressing the belly of the toy, a popular 

children's song begins to play, and the child 

immediately begins to sing and dance.

2. THE PERFECT GIFT

BABY SHARK brings joy to every child

Features:

Material: plush

Plush toy BABYSHARK

Size: 35 x 22.5 x 9 cm

Color: blue, pink, yellow

Battery: 3 x LR44 (not included)

She sings in English

TOYS

An innovative and 

educational 

children's toy

BRAINY 36
4,89 

EUR
3%

Weight: 27 kg      

Box size: 

84*29,5*95cm

An innovative and educational toy for every child!

The package contains:

30 double-sided addition cards

19 monkeys

Numbers from 1 to 10

1 scale                                                                                

Material: ABS plastic

Size: 23 x 6 x 17 cm / 34 x 17 x 13 cm

Suitable age: 2 years and above

Product Features: An educational toy for 

learning numbers and addition

TOYS
Singing and 

dancing Cactus
DANCETUS 100

3,50 

EUR
10%

Choose from over 120 different songs! Your 

DANCETUS can dance and have fun to the 120 

songs, so the music never gets boring! If you 

think he's a good dancer, just wait until you 

hear his voice! The cactus repeats everything it 

hears!

Unsurpassed sound quality! The DANCETUS is 

equipped with an advanced sound system with 

very high sound quality!

360 degree groove! He can rotate 360° while 

performing all sorts of funky moves. Combine 

that with his waving arms and you've got a real 

show in your own home!

Made to last! It's built to last for years and has 

a solid base structure so you can be sure it 

won't break!

How does it work?

It's simple: insert AA batteries, press the 

power button and then sit back, relax and 

enjoy the songs and dances! The batteries last 

for several days, so don't worry, they won't 

run out any time soon!

120 songs are preinstalled on the DANCETUS .

The DANCETUS records and repeats everything 

it hears, but it also has preloaded songs and 

features LED lights. It lights up when it's 

running and vibrates on your desk!

TOYS

Creative puzzle 

with a drill and 

screwdriver

MASTER KID 36
8,22 

EUR
4%

Weight: 34,85 kg                                            

Box size: 

78*33,5*85 cm                    

1. ENCOURAGES LEARNING THROUGH 

GAME

Thousands of parents buy didactic toys for 

toddlers to help their children learn through 

play. Playing with this toy, which promotes 

skills in science, technology, engineering and 

math, is full of challenges, but at the same 

time interesting.

2. ENCOURAGES CREATIVITY AND 

IMAGINATION

Children can use an electric drill to tighten and 

loosen the nuts and bolts included. 

3. SAFE AND SIMPLE GAME

By inserting screws into the tiles with different 

patterns, this type of toy helps the child to 

develop hand-eye coordination, fine motor 

skills and creative thinking. 

4. THE MOST ATTENTIVE GIFT

Specifications:

Material: ABS

Batteries: 2 x AAA (not included)

Dimensions: 24 x 30 cm

ELECTRONIC

Smart watch (with 

color touch screen 

with high 

resolution)

ULTI D 100
13,53 

EUR
2%

Weight: 9,1 kg                                    

Box size: 62*44*27 

cm                                                

VOL: 0,05 m3

Learn more about the ULTID-32 smartwatch:

It measures body temperature, monitors heart 

activity, measures blood pressure, performs 

electrocardiography and calculates calories 

burned by counting steps.

Thanks to the magnetic pins, it is charged in an 

innovative way.

Notifies you of new messages received in SMS, 

WeChat, Email, Facebook and other messaging-

related applications.

It is also used for calls via Bluetooth and to 

identify the location of the phone if it gets lost 

somewhere!

Product Details Basic Information



ELECTRONIC
Bluetooth headset 

with microphone
SCORPIBUD 100

5,05 

EUR
3%

Weight: 7,8 kg    

Box size: 

63*36.5*31cm               

VOL: 0,07 m3

The wireless headset combines a built-in high-

quality microphone and advanced ENC noise 

reduction technology, which eliminates 

annoying sounds from the surroundings, but at 

the same time allows you to not overhear a 

conversation even in a very noisy room. So you 

can enjoy clear phone calls and quality music 

anywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bluetooth version V5.0 + EDR (enhanced data 

rate), compatible with V2.1.V2.0 and V1.2 

standards

Bluetooth function: Supports Bluetooth profiles 

HSP and HFP

Compatibility: Compatible with most Bluetooth-

enabled mobile phones and Bluetooth wireless 

transmitter, which can also be used for online 

voice chat

Distance: 10 m

Frequency: 2402 MHz ~ 2480 MHz

Microphone sensitivity: -45 dB (0 dB = 1 V / 

Pa, 1 KHz)

Talk time: 6 hours

Standby time: about 200 hours

Operating voltage: 3.3 ～ 4.2 V - Charging 

voltage: 5 V - Charging current: 95 mA

Charging time: 1-2 hours

Standard USB Charging Cable Configuration 

Battery type: built-in rechargeable lithium 

battery

Wearing method: earphone with hook (can be 

HOUSEHOLD Elevator Tool JACKUP 40
6,00 

EUR
13%

Weight: 22,4kg       

Box size: 

43*30*50cm

A handy lift is an indispensable accessory in 

every household, as it will make many 

household chores easier for you.                                                                                      

Precise and controlled lifting, compression and 

tightening

Superior performance for this type of tool

It encourages creativity, ensures quality and 

safety

Increases productivity, saves time and money

Durable and durable construction

High quality components

SPECIFICATIONS

Material: stainless steel, aluminum

Load capacity: up to 100 kg

Weight: 0.5 kg

Lift: 5-115 mm

Bottom: 3 x 77 x 62 mm

The package contains: 1x JACKUP lift

HOUSEHOLD
Handheld steam 

iron
STEAMY 20

8,24 

EUR
8%

Weight: 16 kg                                        

Box size: 

56*32,5*53,5 cm                                          

20 pcs/box

1. Quick and easy wrinkle removal

Quick and easy to get wrinkle-free clothes with 

the most powerful handheld steam iron - ready 

in just 20 seconds!                                                                                                                

2. For all fabrics                                                                                                                                                

3. Removes unpleasant odors and destroys 

bacteria                                                         

4. Convenient and ideal for travel

Steamy is compact, comfortable, easy to use 

and store, and small enough for luggage and 

use on the go.

5. Light and small

Things aren't as complicated as they seem - 

Steamy is lighter and faster than a regular iron 

and makes your life easier. On the trip, it easily 

fits the corner of your suitcase.                       

6. Protects and sterilizes                                                                                                                                     

7. Reduce the amount of washing

Steamy uses continuous steam to keep clothes 

fresh and reduces the need for washing or dry 

cleaning.                                                                                                                        

8.Refresh your home with it!

You can also use it to freshen up fabrics in your 

home.

Material: ABS

Dimensions: 27 x 15 x 7 cm

Color: pink-white

Steam voltage: 220-240V 50-60Hz

Steam power: 1100W

Water tank: 120ml

Steam flow: 20-23g / min

Working hours: 5-6 min

Cable length: 120 cm                                                       

Package includes: 1 x STEAMY handheld steam 

iron                                         (dimensions: 

27 x 15 x 7 cm)

HOUSEHOLD
Portable electric 

mini heater 
BURNY 20

9,84 

EUR
16%

Weight: 10,5 kg             

Box size: 

77*45*61cm

Overheating protection - suitable for families 

with children and/or pets

When the heater reaches a certain temperature 

that could cause overheating, it automatically 

shuts off.                                                    

With this extremely quiet heater, you will be 

able to heat even the coldest rooms and thus 

ensure optimal comfort.                             

Consumption is only 400/500 W, small size: 12 

x 9 x 16 cm. You can easily plug the handy 

heater into any outlet. It won't take up any 

extra space. The heater will provide pleasantly 

warm rooms. It will heat the bedroom and 

other rooms in just a few minutes.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                  

Voltage: 220-240 V 50 Hz

Power 400/500 W

Two speed settings 12-hour timer

Will not take up extra space, adjustable 

thermostat

Maximum area that the heater can heat: 20 

square meters

Temperature: 15-35° C; for indoor use only

Material: ABS PC

Simply plug it into an outlet                                                                                              

Digital LED display

Built-in security features:

HOUSEHOLD
Folding laundry 

machine
TUCKPUT 12

18,30 

EUR
9%

Foldable design: small and convenient, only 9 

cm, small size, it saves space, is very suitable 

for travel and trips, let us give you an 

unplanned.

Simple operation: This TUCKPUT allows you to 

simply load 0.3 kg of clothes, fill it with water, 

set a timer, and start washing. Energy saving 

and environmental protection, saving water and 

electricity, it has a powerful suction cup, so 

there is no need to worry about shaking.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                   

Volume: 10 L

Color: white-blue, model: round

HOUSEHOLD
BEEWAX wood 

polish
BEEWAX 168

1,43 

EUR
13%

Weight: 17,9kg      

Box size: 

42,5*26*34cm

Are you missing the shine on your furniture? 

Bring it back to life with BEEWAX! The rich 

beeswax contained in the polish can effectively 

cover cracks and reduce surface scratches, 

leaving your old wooden furniture looking like 

new!

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                               

Ingredients: Beeswax 55%, palm wax 20%, 

sweet orange oil 20%, olive oil 5%

Quantity: 30 ml

HOUSEHOLD
A large box for 

storing clothes 
CLOTHBOX 80

1,83 

EUR
9%

Weight: 18,9 kg             

Box size: 

54*43*49cm

A fully functional clothing storage box! It is so 

deep and roomy that it will meet all your 

storage needs! When you don't need it, simply 

fold it and put it away!                                                               

Large capacity - You can store many items in it, 

such as clothes, toys, books, art supplies, 

towels, blankets, etc. Very practical in 

everyday life.                                                                                               

Drawstring Design – This design allows you to 

easily open the box while preventing dust from 

entering and ensuring that things stay in place.  

Waterproof and durable - It is made of high 

quality canvas with a waterproof coating. 

Durable and designed for long-term use even in 

a humid environment. Perfect for storing 

clothes.                                       

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                

Materials : Natural cotton canvas + PE 

waterproof coating

Size : [100 l] 50 x 40 x 50 cm

HOUSEHOLD

16 x LEGGIES 

silicone pieces for 

furniture protection

LEGGIES 200
1,36 

EUR
9%

Weight: 16,6 kg         

Box size: 

56*49*46cm

They protect the chair legs and the floor from 

damage

They prevent noise and scratches

Easy to use

16-piece set for 4 chairs

They are made of durable soft silicone that is 

100% harmless.

They are suitable for kitchen chairs, bar chairs, 

patio chairs, tables.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                               

16 pcs in set                                                                 

HOUSEHOLD Hand duster MICDUST 100
2,20 

EUR
8%

Weight: 13,45kg      

Box size: 

60*32*31cm

Small duster for reaching all difficult places in 

your home.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                            

Color: grey                                                                      

HOUSEHOLD Scraper for silicone ANGLESCRAP 120
1,86 

EUR
10%

Weight: 31,6kg      

Box size: 

49*35*42cm

3 in 1 scraper suitable for silicone. Saves time 

and easy to use.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                          

1 x 3 in 1 Residual Scraper

5 x (3R,6R,10R,13R,17R)Radius Silicone 

Interchangeable pads                                                                                       

Length 19 cm



HOUSEHOLD Absorbent carpet DROPSTOP 50
4,20 

EUR
22%

Weight: 18,85kg 

Box size: 

58*41*18cm

Non-slip carpet.

Unique quick drying.

Easy cleaning.

Multipurpose use.

Surface pleasant to the touch.

Appropriate size.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                           

Oval shape                                                                                     

Size: 60x40 cm

HOUSEHOLD

Professional self-

adhesive sealing 

tape 

FILLIN 50
1,51 

EUR
16%

Weight: 6,3 kg              

Box size: 

40*18*22cm

Special design: With a fold in the middle.

Convenient tape: This waterproof sealing tape 

has a smooth surface that forms a long-lasting 

protection, so you can use it in the kitchen as 

well as in other areas of your home.

Good flexibility: The tape can be cut as needed. 

Peel off the protective layer and place the tape 

on any surface. Without additional tools and 

accessories, quick and easy installation, an 

excellent alternative to conventional sealants.                                    

For many purposes: The tape is great for filling 

the spaces between the wall and the stove, 

sink, bathtub..

Durable material: The sealing tape is made of 

high quality PMMA material, it is much more 

sticky and has better adhesion compared to 

PVC, PE tapes . It is waterproof, resistant to 

moisture and dirt, durable and durable.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Size : 4 cm (width) x 3.2 m (length)

PERSONAL CARE & BEAUTY
Ultra thin manicure 

marker
NAILPEN 500

3,05 

EUR
9%

Weight: 26,5kg                                   

Box size: 

67,5*33*27cm

You can make the most beautiful patterns 

on your nails yourself - designed with a 

round and thin tip for versatility. This felt-tip 

pen will help you draw a precise line anywhere.

Quick-drying and water-resistant - The thin 

tip of the felt-tip pen is perfect for drawing 

lines on the nails, and it can also be used to 

apply nail powder or glitter. The pigment of the 

nail marker is smooth and does not fade easily, 

so it is very suitable for decorating the tips of 

the nails with various patterns.

Wide range of applications - Perfect for DIY 

and nail art enthusiasts, can be used on gel 

polish, natural, acrylic and artificial nails. It is 

an ideal gift for girls and women.

Easy to use - thanks to the special design of 

the felt-tip pen, it is easier to draw than nail 

gel.

Package included:

Set of 4 pcs Ultra Thin Curve Manicure Felt 

Pen

Size: 13cm x 1cm

Tip Size: 0.05mm

Colors: 1 x White, 1 x Black, 1 x Gold, 1x 

Silver    

PERSONAL CARE & BEAUTY
Earwax vacuum 

reomval
EARSIO 120

2,20 

EUR
11%

Weight: 8,6kg       

Box size: 

42,5*25*32cm

The device cleans your ears in a professional 

and fast way, as it sucks out the earwax that 

accumulates in a special part of the device.                                                                                 

- Safe and easy to use

- Painless and effective cleaning

- Removes earwax without damage

- It vibrates and sucks at the same time

- Durable, light and durable

- Portable and convenient

- For adults and children

- Made of high quality material

FEATURES:

Material: Plastic

Weight: 75 g

Size: 2.5cm x 13.0cm

Batteries: 1 x AAA (NOT INCLUDED)

PERSONAL CARE & BEAUTY Eyebrow razor TOUCHBROW SHAVER 100
1,63 

EUR
16%

Weight: 5,45 kg      

Box size: 

NO PAINFUL PULLING

Quickly and painlessly to the perfect eyebrow 

shape.               PRECISION DESIGN

The innovatively designed blades only remove 

excess hair around the eyebrows.                                                       

PRACTICAL USE

Pencil shape for easy use.                                                   

HIGH QUALITY BLADES

Removes thicker and finer facial hair.

Material: high-quality and stainless gold-

plated steel

Eyebrow shaver in the form of a pencil

Perfect eyebrows in no time

Automatic ignition on contact with skin

Does not leave cuts

Attractive design

Easy handling

Dermatologically tested and gentle on the skin

Suitable for all skin types and ages

Small and portable

Dimensions: in the picture

Battery: 1 x AAA (not included)

Color: rose gold

PERSONAL CARE & BEAUTY
Ultra powerful pore 

vacuum cleaner
KILPOR 60

3,86 

EUR
6%

Weight: 16,7 kg       

Box size: 

67*47*41cm             

Do you want to get rid of blackheads in a 

natural way without painful squeezing, redness 

and chemicals? We present to you a 

revolutionary device that all beauticians swear 

by: the KilPor 2.0 vacuum pore cleaner!

The package contains:

1 x KilPor 2.0 Vacuum Pore Cleaner

1 x USB cable

4 x Detachable attachment

9 x Filter sponge

1 x Silicone seal

1 x User manual

Vacuum cleaner for clogged pores

Opens pores and removes blackheads

Hygienic method of use without fingers

5 levels of vacuum strength

Charging via USB cable

Charging time: 90 minutes

4 removable attachments

LED indicator

Dimensions: 180 x 40 x 39 mm

Color: white

PERSONAL CARE & BEAUTY
Professional mini 

electric nail grinder
STYLER 100

2,70 

EUR
6%

Weight: 20,15 kg          

Box size: 

44*42*50,5 cm         

VOL: 0,09m3

Multi-purpose use: For shaping, filing, 

straightening, -polishing, smoothing, editing 

and much more…                Charging cable

Suitable for both professional and home use.

Specifications:

Input voltage range: AC 110-240 V / 50-60 Hz

Output voltage: DC 12 V

Suitable for professional use, for use in 

manicure and pedicure salons, in a make-up 

studio or at home.

KITCHEN
Roller for cutting 

dough  (2 pieces)
ROLLERBLADE 40

4,55 

EUR
10%

Weight: 22 kg             

Box size: 76*44*61 

cm

The ROLLERBLADE roller is an indispensable 

accessory for creative pastry baking! For easy 

baking!!                                                               

The rolling pin allows you to cut the dough into 

different shapes to make delicious pastries! 

With a single stroke, you will create many 

triangles for making croissants!                                                              

High quality plastic: With ergonomic handle. 

The roller is made of durable steel and solid 

plastic, thanks to which you will be able to use 

it for a long time.

The best materials for comfortable use of the 

roller: The handles are extremely smooth and 

ensure comfortable use of the roller.

Different ways of use: You can use it to cut 

dough for making pastries (biscuits, croissants, 

etc.) and noodles. 

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                         

Material: Plastic, steel

Dimensions: 44 cm x 8 cm x 7.5 cm

The package does not contain pink ravioli 

accessories!    

KITCHEN
Anti-bacterial 

cleaning scrubber
DISHSCRUB 500

1,95 

EUR
8%

Weight: 20kg      

Box size: 

47*36*40cm

Suitable for cleaning dishes, makeup brushes, 

hair, opening jars, etc.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                              

3 pcs in set                                                                 

Color: Green, yellow and blue

KITCHEN Professional set for 

homemade pasta

RAVIOLIS 96
3,10 

EUR
4%

Weight: 17,5kg      

Box size: 

53*45*46cm

The Homemade Pasta Maker Kit with Dough 

Cutter is all you need to make the perfect 

pasta! The kit allows you to easily cut perfect 

dough circles, fill them to your liking, and then 

simply press them into delicious stuffed pasta!

FEATURES:

Easy to use (fill, fold and squeeze to create 

perfect stuffed pasta)

Mirror polished surface – prevents the 

accumulation of food residues

Easy to clean, suitable for washing in the 

dishwasher

BPA free - 100% safe materials

Stainless Steel

Multipurpose use and quick preparation



KITCHEN Sink organizer SINKITOP 36
4,78 

EUR
2%

Weight: 20kg        

Box size: 

80*38*73cm

Practical organizer, with which you can quickly 

and efficiently organize the space on the 

kitchen counter! It has a spacious basket for 

storing utensils for washing dishes and a 

double holder for draining water and drying 

kitchen towels.

Color: dark gray Dimensions: length: from 36 

to 50 cm / width: 8.5 cm / height 28 cm 

Material: plastic (PP) Package includes: 1x 

SINKITOP sink organizer

SPORT
Tool for shaping 

thigh muscles
MUSCULEX 70

1,49 

EUR
7%

Weight: 23,5 kg                  

Box size: 

78*45*60cm

PROPERTIES SHAPING THE WHOLE BODY                                  

Countless possible and effective exercises for 

inner and outer thigh muscles, upper back, 

upper arm muscle, buttocks, hip muscles, 

waist, pectoral muscles, arms, abdominal 

muscles and more. 

COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT 

ACCESSORIES                   Easy to store and 

great for home practice

USE IT AT HOME OR OUTDOOR                                     

Suitable for both home and travel use, use it 

anywhere, anytime!

COMFORTABLE GRIP                                                           

The handles are covered with non-slip EVA 

foam, which provides a good grip and safety 

during exercise.

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT                                               

The central part consists of a high-quality steel 

spring, the rest of the device is made of durable 

plastic and comfortable EVA foam.

PACKAGE INCLUDES

1 x hamstring shaping device

SPORT Body shaping belt SHAPEUP 65
4,15 

EUR
17%

Weight: 10,3kg     

Box size: 

47*36*44cm    

The belt stimulates the contraction of the core 

muscles of the body, thus strengthening them, 

and at the same time, the vibrations increase 

blood flow.

SPECIFICATIONS

Levels of intensity: 6

Size: 60.5*10.5 cm

Weight: 0.2 kg

PETS
Set of two 

orthopedic bowls 

for cats

PURRPOT 20
3,69 

EUR
4%

Weight: 8,8 kg                                        

Box size: 69*53*31 

cm                      

Our PURRPOT bowls are tilted and raised so 

that your cat can be in the most optimal 

ergonomic feeding position.

7 REASONS WHY VETERINARIANS 

RECOMMEND RAISED FOOD BOWLS

They are a protective measure against 

vomiting and reflux

They improve digestion by using gravity to 

make it easier for the cat to swallow food

They help with cats that eat too fast

They improve hygiene in untidy cats

They reduce neck strain and pain in cats with 

arthritis

They are safe from insects

They are more comfortable to feed, especially 

for older cats with worn joints

CAR

Smart phone 

holder with 

wireless charging

DELUXE (silver) 100
4,92 

EUR
8%

Weight: 21,23 kg                         

Box size: 50*3*61 

cm                   

1. 10 W fast charging                                                                                                                                                          

Boasts an upgraded, independent coil with high 

charging efficiency, and Qi wireless fast 

charging provides faster charging than most 

wireless car chargers on the market.                                                                                                                                 

2. Infrared auto-detection and one-handed 

operation                                                                                         

When you place your phone close to 3 cm from 

the infrared auto-detection area found on the 

phone holder, you can adjust the width of the 

holder to automatically hold phones as large as 

4.0 ″ Up to 6.0 ″.                                                                                                                                                                                  

3. Phone holder that mounts to the 

ventilation slot                                                                                 

Compared to the mounting on the windscreen 

or dashboard, installation on the ventilation 

slot allows you to access the phone in the car 

more easily, while causing less interference 

while driving. You do not need tools to install.

4. Compatibility                                                                                                                                                                          

Suitable for most smartphones, regardless of 

size or shape. Wireless charging for devices 

that have a built-in Qi receiver and fast 

charging devices.                                                                                                      

5. Easy usage                                                                                                                                                                             

This phone holder can be safely and easily 

installed on almost all car ventilation slots in 

just a few seconds, without the need to use 

Compatible devices

iPhone 8, iPhone 8 plus, iPhone x, iPhone XS, 

iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone11, iPhone 

11 Pro,

iPhone11 Pro Max, iPhone SE, iPhoneSE2, 

iPhone12, iPhone12 mini, iPhone12 Pro, 

iPhone12 Pro Max, iPhone13, iPhone13 mini, 

iPhone13 Pro, iPhone13 Pro Max

Samsung : Galaxy S21 Ultra, Samsung Galaxy 

S10 +, Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra, Samsung 

Galaxy S20,

Samsung Galaxy S20 +, Samsung GALAXY 

Note 10+, Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra, 

Galaxy Z Fold3,

Samsung Galaxy S21, Samsung Galaxy S21 +, 

Samsung Galaxy S22 +, SamsungW21, 

SamsungW20, Galaxy Z Flip3, Samsung 

Galaxy S21, Samsung Galaxy S10 +, Samsung 

Galaxy S20 FE, Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra, 

Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3, Samsung Galaxy 

Fold, Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra

HUAWEI pro 30 pro +, P40 Pro, P40 Pro Plus, 

Mate30 RS, Mate30 Pro, Mate30, P30 Pro, 

Mate20 Pro, Mate20 RS, Mate RS, Honor V30 

Pro

CAR Car storage net NETPORT 150
2,00 

EUR
13%

Weight: 16,4kg      

Box size: 

49*35*41cm

CHILDREN AND PETS DO NOT DISTURB - 

creates a barrier between naughty children or 

pets in the back seat and the driver.

EXTREMELY STRETCHABLE MATERIAL - 

made with thickened polyester fibers with 

excellent elasticity to be used between the 

front seats of different car models without any 

problems.

CONVENIENT ADJUSTMENT - no need for 

drilling or gluing, it has 4 reliable safety hooks. 

You can easily hang the storage net on the bar 

of the headrest in 1 minute.

UNIVERSAL FIT - measures 29cm x 26cm, 

but can be stretched a lot. Universal car net, 

fits most cars and other vehicles with headrest 

seats.

CAR
Car charger with 

two USB ports
BLITZY 500

1,50 

EUR
16%

Weight 18,7kg     

Box size: 

57*50*29cm

Fits most car cigarette lighters and barely 

protrudes past the edge of the outlet, providing 

a trim, less cluttered look.

Specification:

3.0, suitable for truck and car, 2 input ports 

USB 12 V, fast charging, size 3,2x7,8 cm


